Navigating the Storm –
Stakeholder Strategies
With a market in flux, dealmakers share
their strategies for the coming months.

Struggling businesses have options
for responding to the current crisis.
Here are strategies stakeholders are focusing on most:

62%

are looking at debt financing as a key
component of their strategy.

9%

are weighing bankruptcy or administration.

38%

are exploring divestitures and carve-outs.

7%

are contemplating liquidation.

19%

are considering leveraged loans.

16%

are exploring other avenues as well.

Volatile times require
a targeted response.
3%

5%

5%

CEO is running strategy during the crisis
CFO taking point

64%

But who’s leading
it can vary.

19%

Head of Corporate Development leading the effort
Working with external advisors who specialize in restructuring
General Counsel quarterbacking their strategy

In the current market,
circumstances can change quickly.
How far ahead should businesses be planning
when strategizing their response?

40%
of stakeholders say
their firms are looking
out six months.

28%
are crafting strategy for
the next year.

21%

4%

are planning in threemonth windows, often
tied to 13-week cash
flow forecasting.

of dealmakers are operating
on one-month timeframes.

Business leaders contemplating restructuring
have a lot on their shoulders.
Here’s how they rank their biggest areas of concern:

38%

are chiefly concerned
with calming
anxiety and keeping
employees focused.

27%

are worried about
having to lay off
employees.

18%

are scrambling to
try to prepare for
the unexpected:
from their
boards, investors,
creditors and other
stakeholders.

12%

are working to make
sure they thoroughly
understand the
restructuring
process.
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10%

are worried about
juggling multiple
parallel-track
processes at the
same time.

